
Lawnmower RacesLawnmower Races 

     General RulesGeneral Rules   
Thursday July 13, 2023

No alcoholic beverages allowed in the fairgrounds.
If you are on drugs or drinking, do not come!!!

A)Safety is always the main concern.  No deliberate bumping and hitting 
will be permitted

B) Operator must wear protective clothing.  
1. Jeans or equal type of material
2. Long sleeve shirt
3. Shoes with foot protection.  No crocs flops or slides!
4. Gloves are not mandatory but recommended
5. Must have ¾ or Full face helmet
6. Eye protection. (Glasses not enough )

C) No one allowed on the track during race except the operator.
D)Operator must remain on mower at all times during the race.

1. If mower stalls or is disabled, track staff will indicate when you may 
get off mower.

2. In case of accident, remove yourself from danger but not into the 
path of other mowers.

E) If mower runs off of track, it must re-enter near the same location.  No 
short cutting the track.  

F) All operators must attend the drivers meeting before the event.
G)All drivers and Parents of drivers under 18 must sign a wavier.
H)All mowers must have the blades removed
I) All mowers must have a kill switch if operator is dismounted

1. By seat detection or cable attached to kill switch
2. Will have to display before race starts



MOWER CLASSES
• Stock Jr Class  

◦ Operators must be between the ages of 9 and 14
▪ must be accompanied by an adult.

◦ Mowers must be 100% stock residential mower with BLADES 
REMOVED
▪ No commercial mowers in this class
▪ Deck can be removed
▪ Original size tires (air pressure not restricted but rim cannot touch 

ground)
▪ No racing fuel or additives

• Stock Residential Class
◦ Mowers must be stock residential mower with no modifications. No 

pully flips or throttle/governor  modifications.  Fully stock motor 
with BLADES REMOVED

◦ Mowers may be of any type except zero turn, as long as it capable of 
cutting grass

◦ May have replacement motor but must be a mower engine
◦ Deck can be removed
◦ Original size tires (air pressure not restricted but rim can not touch 

ground)

• Modified Class
◦ Mowers must be stock with any size engine
◦ Mowers may be of any type except no zero turns as long as they are 

capable of cutting grass
◦ Modifications are limited to pully swaps and throttle/ governor 

adjustments.  
◦ May have replacement engine but must be a mower engine
◦ Deck can be removed
◦ Original size tires (air pressure not restricted but rim cannot touch 

ground)



• Super Modified Class
◦ Any size mower with mower engine.
◦ Engine modification allowed on original motor (or true replacement)
◦ Exhaust may be modified and relocated.
◦ Tire and wheel changes allowed (Must be mower tires)
◦ All modifications must be approved as safe.
◦ Mower does not have to be able to cut grass and deck should be 

removed.

• Open Class
◦ Must be a mower and a mower engine
◦ Must be safe

PCF has the right to combined classes if not enough entries. Rules may be adjusted at 
any time before event if PCF deems necessary. 

ALL CLASSES
1. MUST HAVE KILL SWITCH IF DISMOUNTED
2. SEATS MUST BE SAFELY ATTACHED
3. BRAKES MUST OPERATE
4. UNIT MUST BE A MOWER WITH A MOWER ENGINE
5. BLADES MUST BE REMOVED 
6. DECKS MAY BE REMOVED.

Entry fee is $10 per mower per class.  May enter as many classes that you 
qualify for. 

Each Mower entry gets one person’s gate pass for the day (does not include rides). 
May have up to 3 additional people with each mower but they must purchase full 
price entrance ticket.
Questions?  Text Joey @ 304-552-6804
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